CREW WILL ROW IN TRIPLE REGATTA

ROUGH WATER IN BASIN PREVENTS RACES YESTERDAY

Freshman and 150-Pound Varsity Will Meet Harvard This Afternoon

VARSITY ROWS SATURDAY

Due to rough water, and a high wind on the lower Basin, the races scheduled for yesterday were postponed by Howard Robinson, after making several trips to the lower Basin. The races which were to be held at 8 o'clock have been postponed to the same hour today. The freshmen will race first at 8 o'clock, the 150-pound boat trying the Cornell oarsmen at 8:30 o'clock.

Richardson Is Improving

Richardson, number six on the Varsity boat, who began his season with illness and pain in the left ankle, threw the discus 132 feet 4 inches. In the pole vault last year, Beckler threw the discus 162 feet.

Thorn's Is Out Of Race

The Engineer team has been practicing since their return from Elba last week and will give a better exhibition this week than the score included at Cornell. There is the only man who probably will not run for the Engineer team and that is Will(Canvas) claims. He is in the second varsity boat in the meanwhile, Dollen, who has not rowing Number 6 on the Jay-Vee boat, will row in Richardson's boat. Deluisey, place in the second varsity boat will be taken by
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Nunn-Bush The Ankle-Touched Oxford
One up on any other golf shoe for comfort and style. Ankle-Touched — no gaping, no slipping at the heel.

Nunn-Bush Shoe Store
120 SCHOOL ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

GAS HEAT keeps great automobile factories humming . . .

ONE of the largest automobile factories in the world employs more than four hundred gas-fired units in the production of cars. The uses range from steel melting to final heat-treating and normalizing . . . they do it better with gas. Get the story . . . Write

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
420 Lexington Avenue, New York

If it's done with heat, you can do it better with GAS

NEW TUXEDOS FOR HIRE $1.50 AND UP

Shirt and Tie or Tie
Cadet's
111 Summer St. and 60 Mass Avenue, Boston
Providence, R. I.

NEW SHIRTS FOR SPRING AT THE "COOP"

Our Special $1.95 each

White Broadcloth
White Oxford
White with narrow blue stripes
Green with narrow stripes
Green solid color
Tan solid color
Tan with narrow stripes
Blue with narrow stripes
Blue solid color
Blue with narrow white stripes
Lavender solid color

Technology Branch, H.C.S.